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The Presidents Buzz
By Tommy Helms
With the warmer weather we have been having I couldn’t resist checking out my hives. I was
really surprised at the number bees in my hives. They all had a queen and a few had small
patches of brood. My biggest concern is with the large number of bees is will they have
enough food. All those bees need something to eat. Most of the hives had sufficient weight.
The ones that felt a little lite I added a top feeder and thick syrup to boost them up. They would
empty one of my feeders overnight. Now I’ll have to keep checking their weight all winter. I
always do my winter mite treatment the week after Christmas. With no more brood than I have
the Oxalic Acid should eliminate the few remaining mites left in the hives. I think I’ll go ahead
and start treating and get that out of the way. I’ve got most of my equipment ready for spring
and just waiting on warmer weather.
Hope Everyone has a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
Tommy
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Presidents Hack

Keeping My Bees Warm
By Tommy Helms

I read an article several years ago about heat loss in a bee hive and how a large amount of the bees
energy is spent either heating or cooling the hive. This is time and energy that could be used for
other duties within the hive. One article that I read was by Daniel Cook at Queensland University of
Technology in Australia. Cook notes that about half the heat loss is through the telescoping cover,
therefore, “a well insulated lid could reduce stress in the hive and increase forager availability.” I
started using the 1 inch thick Styrofoam about 3 years ago. I have noticed
a better winter survival rate, especially with small clusters and stronger colonies coming into the
spring.
My personal thought on this is if a large amount of heat is lost through the lid, then it can also be
gained through the lid in the summer time. I have started leaving the Styrofoam on the hives in the
summer and it seems to be helping . I simply lay the foam on top of the inner cover and place the
telescoping top over it.
Don’t think that this is the answer to my bee’s survival. It’s only one small part of it. Along with solid
bottom boards, solid inner covers, mite treatments and plenty of food stores the styrofoam seems to
help them get through the cold weather.
Tommy
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Mecklenburg County
Beekeepers Annual
Christmas Party
December 16th. 2021
What a really nice
Christmas Party we had.
Getting to meet old
friends, some we
haven’t seen in a while,
and making new
friends.We had turkey
and ham along with Mac
and cheese, green
beens and the list goes
on. The deserts were
the best part.
Cont’d. Pg. 5
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From Pg. 4

I cannot begin to
describe them but I will
say that beekeepers can
do desert. There was a
rum cake that seemed to
be a favorite, along with
the pecan pies and there
seems to have been a
sale on mac and cheese.
The friendship and
conversation were the
best part.
After supper we gave
away some really great
door prizes.
Cont’d Pg. 6
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CHRISTMAS 2021
GRAND DOOR PRIZE

Tommy Helms
awards the Grand Door
Prize of a Dadant
Honey Extractor w/ hot
knife and cappings
tank to
Bill and Mindy Robson
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Hey Beekeepers,

GERRY’S PAINT HACK

Winter is the best time to build and maintain equipment.
Get your equipment ready in advance so you can start
messing with bees come Spring.

Painting boxes can be easy with a simple set-up.
Clamp a wide scrap board to a work table to hang a box on
the cantilevered end. The box will be at a comfortable
height to paint the top horizontal surface. Paint the first
side, rotate the box around the scrap board so the next
unpainted side is facing up and repeat until all four sides
are painted.
If you are painting several boxes, stack them crosswise to
dry between coats so that they don’t stick together.
I recommend 3 coats of Exterior Latex paint for a new box.
That 3rd coat of paint costs less than a quarter and takes
only a few minutes. It’s cheap insurance to extend the life
of your boxes by many years.
Gerry
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GERRY’S CHOICE OF PAINT
I use mid-priced Exterior Enamel Satin Latex
Paint. Home Depot since it’s only a mile
away from the Bee Barn. This year’s batch
is a pale yellow. I used to put on a Primer
then two Color Coats. Most paints now
advertise as both Primer and Paint so I just
put on 3 Coats of the PP&G. Works fine.
I don’t use oil primer or oil based paint as I
want the moisture to be able to migrate
through the box sides.
Many years ago I had some old boxes
where the original latex was painted over
with oil based paint and during the winter
great big water blisters formed under the
oil layer. Gerry
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OUT OF THE APIARY
Hello Fellow Beekeepers, johnny p. here. What a wonderful year we have had in
beekeeping. Rather than tell you my story, I would like to hear from you. Your experiences
as a new beekeeper, your failures, your ah ha moments.
Send them to:
meckbeesbuzz@currently.com
We only have a few weeks before Bee School starts on January 11th. so tell your friends and
pass it along. Visit our website at
meckbees.org
Next month we have an article on “Bees in Ballentine” and a very in depth article on the
“honey bee gut microbiome” and how that influences the overall health of the bees and
their colony.
And of course more TLSBY. And hopefully more useful hacks from some very resourceful
members.
I am in the process of moving my bees to a clearing about 100 yards back into the woods
sometime this winter. This should prove to be interesting.
johnny p.
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